
Secondary Applications
2024 Application Workshops

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
-Welcome & Intros-Meeting being recorded and slide deck will be available – links throughout presentation.



Agenda:
• Purpose of Secondary Applications

• What’s Included in Secondary 

Applications

• Pre-Writing Secondaries

• Using Secondaries to your 

Advantage!

• Receiving your Secondaries

• Timeline to Submit



Purpose of Secondary Applications

• To learn more about a candidate

• To ask questions of interest to their 

institution

• To assess core competencies

• To determine who to invite for an 

interview

• To assess how an applicant may 

connect with the school's 

mission/core values
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
-Learn about you outside of what was discussed in primary application-Opportunity to ask school specific questions – why are you particularly interested in attending this school and what you can add to the entering class-Continued assessment of your core competencies-Help narrow down who they'll invite for interviews-Opportunity to prove "fit" at that institution. Determine what you have in common with that program based on the experiences you've had so far as they relate to the mission and core values of that program



What’s Included in Secondaries
1. School Specific Questions of Interest

– Secondaries are sent directly to you by each school (MD 
and DO) or may be included within your primary 
application under “Program Materials” (DO only). 

– The number of questions and response length will vary 
(typically a few short-essay questions).

– Some secondaries will ask you to re-enter information 
included in your Primary Application. This is to ensure 
you’ve met the school’s specific eligibility requirements.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
-Most programs will send you secondaries directly. Typically, very little vetting is done between primary and secondary applications. So you can expect to hear from most of the schools you apply to. -Important to monitor the email associated with your AMCAS or AACOMAS application – that is likely where you're going to hear from schools.-Keep in mind that some DO programs will embed secondary application questions within the AACOMAS application. You can find that under "Program Materials" in your AACOMAS application.-You can expect several short essay type questions from the schools at which you apply however, the number of questions and character length allotted for responses may vary program to program-You will encounter some very similar themes across programs – important to individualize your responses to schools, but certain concepts you write about may remain the same.-Some secondaries might ask for information that was already in your primary application to ensure you've met specific criteria



What’s Included in Secondaries

2. Secondary Fees
– These vary ($30-$250) by each school, but usually are 

about $100.
– Fee assistance programs may help offset the cost of 

primary and secondary applications for eligible applicants. 
• AAMC Fee Assistance Program (FAP)
• AACOMAS Application Fee Waiver
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
-Secondary fees can add up, especially if you're applying to a number of programs. We recommend being mindful of your budget when it comes to your school list so that you're applying to schools at which you're a good fit. Plug for our school list workshop that you can view the recording of on our website. Increasing the number of schools doesn't necessarily increases your chances of acceptance. A well crafted and strategic school list will get you farther. I typically don't recommend more than 20-25 schools total. -To review average costs: can vary anywhere from $30-$250 per school but typically around $100 per school-Fee Assistance available to help offset the cost of secondaries if you'd like to learn more we're linking that here in the slide deck for you.

https://www.aamc.org/students/applying/fap/
https://www.aacom.org/become-a-doctor/applying/fee-waiver


What’s Included in Secondaries
3. The Committee Letter**

– The Committee Letter is typically submitted along a similar timeline as 
secondary applications

– Students MAY submit their secondaries ahead of the Committee Letter. This is 
common and not disadvantageous. (This is particularly relevant for DO 
programs who may have Secondaries included within the Primary 
Application!)

– Your secondary application will not be marked ‘Complete’ until the Committee 
Letter is submitted. That’s OK!

– Admissions committees work in partnership with pre-health programs and 
they understand the time/energy required to write Committee Letters.

– Schools MAY invite you for an interview after reviewing your Secondary 
Application but BEFORE your Committee Letter is in – be timely in your 
submissions!
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Big Asterisks here **-Our office is working on Committee Letters throughout the summer. We receive a high volume of requests so it takes time to work through writing and submitting those to the central application services. I say this to explain that Committee letters are not required to be submitted for your primary application to be verified.-Once you receive your secondary questions, you should work on writing and submitting them in a timely manner (2 week turnaround time), and not wait for the CL to be submitted alongside your secondary essays. -Common practice for CL's to be written and submitted throughout the summer, medical schools are aware and familiar with this process as they understand the time it takes to write and submit these letters.-We are often asked by applicants if the CL submission timeline will negatively impact their application – and the answer is NO, it will not. -Things to note – You secondary application may not be marked 'Complete' until the CL is submitted – and that's OK!-In fact, you may even be invited for an interview before they receive your CL



What’s Included in Secondaries
4. CASPer Situational Judgement Test
• What is CASPer? An online test where you are presented with a series of realistic, 

hypothetical scenarios and asked what you would do in each situation.
• Why do schools use CASPer? To complement other evaluative tools for a more holistic 

assessment of candidates.
• How do I study for CASPer? You DO NOT need to study for the test! CASPer is not a pass/fail 

test, nor are there right or wrong answers to the questions. But you should familiarize 
yourself with what to expect!

• What does the test assess? Your interpersonal skills and how you would respond to an 
ethical dilemma.

• How do I register to take CASPer? Visit https://takecasper.com/ for registration, format 
familiarization and additional test information.

• When should I take CASPer? Take the test early! You may register for CASPer as soon as you 
know which schools you’re applying to and if they require the test. Visit 
https://takecasper.com/test-deadlines-ids/#americanmed for a list of participating programs 
and testing deadlines.

• I’ve taken CASPer, now what? Your score will automatically be sent to the schools you’ve 
selected at the time of registration. 7

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
-Has been around for a few years, but is still very new. Schools are still learning how scores may be helpful in the admissions process, but the hope is that it will help provide a holistic view of an applicant in ways that the primary application cannot.-Very important to go on the CASPer website to understand what to expect-Few practice questions available on the CASPer website – but no need to "study" for it. Please don't go buy test prep materials – CASPer has indicated to us that there seems to be no difference in scores from those who have completed formal test prep services compared to those who only completed the practice problems provided by CASPer's website.-Assesses interpersonal traits and how you would respond to ethical dilemmas-Register on the CASPer website directly.-Sweet spot for taking the exam is after you submit your primary and before you get secondaries. CASPer score is good for 1 year.-Now what? Scores will be automatically submitted to the schools you selected at the time of CASPer registration. You can always add one after the fact if needed.

https://takecasper.com/
https://takecasper.com/test-deadlines-ids/#americanmed


What's Included in Secondaries 
• 5. AAMC PREview

– Formally known as the SJT
– Plan to register for you chosen test date
– Required/recommended by a small number of medical schools

• Check with the programs you are applying to!
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
-Very similar idea to the CASPer exam in terms of what you'll encounter on the exam – hypothetical scenarios to which you will respond-Small number of schools that require it, so do some research to see if the schools you're applying to require it before registering to take the exam – you might not need it!

https://students-residents.aamc.org/aamc-preview/about-aamc-preview-professional-readiness-exam
https://students-residents.aamc.org/aamc-preview/participating-medical-schools


Pre-Writing Secondaries

• After you’ve submitted your Primary Application, it takes 
several weeks for your application to be verified and the data 
transmitted to medical schools.
– First data transmit date AMCAS = June 30
– First data transmit date AACOMAS = May 4

• This is the PERFECT time to pre-write secondaries!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Context – timeline refresher: Both AMCAS and AACOMAS are open for submission. Some of you may have already submitted your primary applications. Once you submit, your application goes through the verification process which can take up to several weeks – depends on the volume and how quicky the CAS can get through their internal processes. Once verified, applications are sent in batches to medical programs. For AMCAS, the first batch it sent to Medical schools on June 30th. So if you've already submitted to AMCAS and are verified, your application is just sitting there at this point, and no schools have seen it yet. -For AACOMAS, this cycle – they're reviewing, verifying and sending to schools as they come in (as early has May 4th). The CL is not required for your application to be verified.Can be very helpful to pre-draft some of your secondary application materials after you submit your primary application



Pre-Writing Secondaries

• Stay organized! Create a spreadsheet for pre-writing 
secondaries.

• Draft responses to the school’s essay prompts from past 
years.
• Prospectivedoctor.com (MD)
• Secondaryapps.com (MD and DO)
• Check the school’s website for past essay prompts (if none are listed, 

become familiar with the school’s mission/values/vision and other 
relevant information about the program).

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
-Helpful to keep all your application materials in one place to track which schools you've heard from and when, and when you've submitted your responses. There are a lot of moving parts in this process, so we encourage you to stay as organized as you can!-There are common questions/themes you will encounter, so you may want to take a look on the links we've provided here in our presentation. You can review prompts used in previous application cycles, and even if the questions you get are not exactly the same as previous years, it give you an idea of what to expect.

https://www.prospectivedoctor.com/
https://medicalschoolhq.net/medical-school-secondary-application-essay-library/


Pre-Writing Secondaries
• Fine-tune Responses to Common Questions:

– Why are you interested in our school?
– How would you add to the diversity of our school?
– Describe an obstacle you have overcome. 
– Have you taken any time off from your undergraduate studies? 

• Co-op is PART of your undergraduate education, it’s not time off. 

– Is there anything else we should know?
• This is OPTIONAL. If there’s something that you haven’t talked about in your 

application that answers the question “why this school?” you can talk about it 
here. Leave this blank if you do not have anything NEW to add – medical schools 
appreciate brevity! 

– COVID-19 related questions
• Answer only if you have something significant you would like to share / explain 

regarding disruptions to your academic/experiential preparation, or a personal 
challenge, you’ve faced during the pandemic. You do not need to explain or 
justify circumstances that effected all applicants, such as MCAT testing being 
cancelled. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
-Some questions you can expect to get – listed on slide.-Time off slide – not CO-OP. Moreso for things like LOA-Anything else question – consider what you haven't already included in your primary and then consider the questions NOT asked in the secondary. For example, if a school doesn't specifically ask why our school, or how would you add diversity to our entering class – consider drafting something to that effect. BUT, if you've covered all your bases – it's okay to leave it blank.-COVID-19 questions are pretty common as well. You don't need to explain or justify circumstances that effected all applicants, such as remote classes, or MCAT being cancelled. That's true for all of your peers in this process and not unique. Instead – think a little deeper, how has COVID-19 impacted the way you view medicine, how has it only continued to motivate you to pursue the profession? Of course, this is a place that you could also address significant personal experiences with the pandemic such as the health and well-being of loved ones. 



Using Secondaries to your Advantage

• Secondary Applications provide an opportunity for you to highlight school 
fit by integrating information about a specific school or program into your 
personal responses. 

• In developing your responses, review the school’s website to identify 
curricular and experiential philosophies that align with who you are as an 
applicant. Consider the following:

– School mission/vision
– Dean’s letter/Overview page 
– Curriculum information 
– Special programs and elective opportunities
– Research opportunities 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
-Your opportunity to shine in terms of "fit." -This means you're going to have to do some research to learn about the schools you want to apply to. -What do you have in common with the school? Get beyond the surface and get into more specifics such as the items listed here on the slide:



Receiving Secondaries
• Review your pre-written responses for that school. 

– Are they asking the same questions?

• Edit your responses (EVEN PRE-WRITTEN ONES!) 
– Make sure you are answering the question being asked!
– Proofread your responses. 
– Make sure you’re using your character count wisely.

• Before you Submit your Secondary Application…
– Ask someone to proofread your responses. 
– Did you include the correct response for the correct question/school?
– Did you answer ALL the required questions?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
-Review your drafted responses carefully – make sure you're addressing the appropriate program. -Carefully make appropriate edits so that your responses are unique to the programs you're applying to, make sure proofread and that there are no typos, grammatical errors, etc.-Ask yourself – am I telling the reader something new? Not a place you want to reiterate items already covered in your primary application.-Finally, get another set of eyes on it (friends, family, mentor, NU writing center, etc.)



Timeline to Submit
• Set Deadlines: Aim to have ALL secondaries submitted within two weeks of 

receipt, regardless of due date. 

• Prioritize: Submit your secondaries based on the priority you give each of your 
prospective schools and/or the anticipated time it will take you to complete 
(e.g. if a school has few questions or a fee and no questions). 

• Maintain Quality: REVIEW before submitting!

• Submit Promptly: Without a completed secondary, you’re unlikely to get an 
interview invitation.

• Payment: Don’t forget to pay your Secondary Fee if one is required. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Prioritize your practical/target schools when you're writing/submitting.



Questions?

Ciara O'Donnell, M.Ed,
Senior Associate Director

c.odonnell@northeastern.edu
PreMed (Last Names T-Z)

All PreDental
All PrePodiatry

Anna Pietrzak, MS, NCC
Assistant Director

a.pietrzak@northeastern.edu
PreMed (Last Names L-M)

All PreVeterinary
All PreOptometry

Courtney Martinez, M.A.
PreHealth Advisor

c.martinez@northeastern.edu
PreMed (Last Names A-D)

Tyler Rock, M.S.Ed.
PreHealth Advisor

t.rock@northeastern.edu
PreMed (Last Names N-S)
PrePA (Last Names M-Z)

Emily Hyde, M.Ed.
PreHealth Advisor

e.hyde@northeastern.edu
PreMed (Last Names E-K)

PrePA (Last Names A-L)
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